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Phonemic Awareness/ 
Phonics

Grade Levels: Primary
Mrs. Suzanne Prather, Carlisle Elementary School, Carlisle County School District

Goal Focus:
Students will improve in phonemic awareness and phonics skills and learn to implement phonemic awareness and 

phonics strategies in order to improve overall reading skills as evidenced by progress monitoring and through 
continued use of school based assessments.



Major Steps of the Plan:

To begin my research I first read the books , The Next Step In Guided Reading and 
The Next Step Forward In Guided Reading, by Jan Richardson.  I also watched some 
of her videos and observed several of my colleagues implementing her guided 
reading strategies.



Major Steps of the Plan Continued:

● In addition to reading these materials I also collaborated with Schools Reading 
Recovery Teacher who helped me implement a plan.

● After assessing all my students using letter/ sound checks, Reading A to Z 
benchmarks passages , Dibels, STAR early literacy, and Two Peas and a Pod.  She 
and I sat down and determined their needs and levels.



Major Steps of the Plan Continued:

● Once the needs were identified we developed a plan of action. We developed groups 
and set aside time to implement the plan.

● Scheduling was not easy and I didn’t get to have as much time as I really needed for 
my guided reading groups. However, we did the best we could to implement the 
strategies.

● After we assigned student to groups we began teaching them the steps and 
expectations.



Major Successes:

● The first major success I saw was through letter/ sound checks. The kids knew all 
their letters and sounds by Christmas. Which in years past was not the case.

● The second major success was the sight word knowledge. I set a goal of them 
learning 40 of the sight words by May and they were on track for that before the 
virus hit.

● The third major success was their reading fluency. They have surpassed the goals I 
had set for them.



Challenges Faced:

● One challenge faced was time. There was never enough time to implement all 
the steps. Writing was the thing that got left off the most.

● Another challenge was assistance. Some days we would be short staffed and 
my help would be pulled and I wouldn't have en0ugh help to have my guided 
reading groups.



Ideas for Next Year

● Continue Guided Reading Groups

● Now having taught guided reading for a year I would like to change some things.
I would like to get more writing in and more fluency  in next year.

● Now that I have a handle on things  I would like to start assessing sooner since that 
took several weeks to get it completed and to form groups.



Most Helpful Resources:

● The most helpful resource for me was watching and observing other colleagues 
implementing the guided reading strategies.

● The Reading Recovery Teacher was also a huge help in getting started and helping 
implement the plan. She helped find materials and saw that the principal 
purchased the Guided reading book for not only me but all primary grades.



The following slides exhibit some 
strategies/ activities that were used 

during my  Kindergarten Guided 
Reading Groups .



Elkonin Box



ABC Chart used to match letter and sounds



Activities used to work with letters and
sounds.



Sight word Mix and Fix with QR
Code.



Comprehension
Grade Levels: Primary (3rd) and Intermediate (4th)

Mrs. Robin Waldridge, Lowes Elementary School, Graves County School District

Goal Focus:
Students will improve in comprehension skills and learn to implement comprehension strategies in order to improve 
overall reading skills as evidenced by progress monitoring and through continued use of school based assessments.



Major Steps of the Plan:

In order to implement Guided Reading with the students I first had to grasp the idea of what Guided 
Reading entailed and just what it looked liked in the classroom.

● To begin my research I used Jan Richardson’s books, The Next Step in Guided Reading and The 
Next Step Forward in Guided Reading. I also watched several videos hosted by Jan Richardson 
that demonstrated Guided Reading lessons being implemented with real students. Other books 
used to further my research included Jennifer Serravallo’s, Reading Strategies Book and 
Fountas and Pinnell’s, Literacy Continuum.



Major Steps of the Plan Continued:

● In addition to these printed and multimedia resources I also collaborated with our 
school’s Reading Recovery teacher who had, in the past two years, helped 
implement a very structured K-2 Guided Reading Program in our building.

● After familiarizing myself with Guided Reading, the next step was assessing 
students to determine their needs and what levels of instruction the students 
should be placed. This was done with the help of our school Reading Recovery 
teacher. To assess students we used a variety of assessment tools including the 
Renaissance STAR Reading Test, Reading A to Z benchmark passages, and Dibels. 
Our focus skill was comprehension, but other areas of need were noted such as 
fluency and those needs were addressed in small group settings. Some 3rd graders 
were even placed in more intensive reading groups for Tier 3 interventions.



Major Steps of the Plan Continued:

● Assessing students took some time and while doing this I also familiarized myself 
with the “Literacy Footprints” K-6 Guided Reading kits. These kits provide a 
variety of genres. Each book set includes a lesson card which follows Jan 
Richardson’s “Next Step” lesson format. The kits provide instruction with word 
study, phonics, a variety of comprehension skills, and integrates a writing 
component as well.

Literacy Footprints

4th grade
Comprehension Box Set

Teacher Lesson Cards



Major Steps of the Plan Continued:

● Once assessments were complete, the data was analyzed, and the student needs 
were identified, a schedule was created and students were placed in appropriate 
groups. In my school, a 50 minute intervention/enrichment class is already built 
into each day. This is called our FLEX class. Having the schedule already built in 
made getting started much easier.

● After students were assigned to specific groups/times, students were taught basic 
expectations to follow during Guided reading. There were two groups taught 
during this time. While Group 1 was in their Guided Reading group with the 
teacher, Group 2 students engaged in either independent reading, a computer 
based program called Lexia, or the web based program IXL for 
reteaching/reinforcement of current content reading skills. After 20-25 minutes 
the groups would switch.

● Continue Guided Reading groups throughout the year making changes when 
needed as determined through progress monitoring and school based assessments



Major Successes:

● The first success was seeing how much the students loved the guided reading 
groups. They were always engaged and looked forward to a new book each week. 
There were a variety of genres offered through the “Literacy Footprints” kit so it 
kept the books and content fresh for the students providing them with fiction and 
nonfiction texts.

● Another success was the fact that this intervention was more meaningful and 
structured. In the past it was difficult to come up with the resources to effectively 
teach/reteach during our FLEX class. The guided reading lessons covered the skills 
that needed to be covered and kept all the students engaged.



Major Successes Continued:

● Through classroom observation of the students in my Guided Reading groups, I saw 
students make connections to things covered and taught in the core Reading class. This 
carry over was encouraging and hopefully we will see continued growth in the students’ 
fluency and comprehension.

● During the guided reading lessons students were able to learn different comprehension 
strategies that I likely would not have been able to get covered in whole group.

● Another success was the implementation of the writing component. Many times this skill 
is dismissed or overlooked in the reading classroom because of time. However, in the 
guided reading lessons there was always a writing connection. For example, students 
may create their own questions about the text, write summaries, or complete a retell.



Major Successes:

Data taken from 3rd grade school based assessment (Renaissance STAR)

September 2019 February 2020

24% of Students at Tier 1 and Tier 2 16% of Students at Tier 1 and Tier 2

24% of Students On Watch 32% of Students On Watch

33% not reading on grade level 19% not reading at grade level



Challenges Faced:

● One challenge was the large groups that had to be created. Due to lack of staffing, 
one of my groups was larger and some students had to share books. Ideally there 
should be no more than 5-6 in a group because there are only 6 student books in 
each “Literacy Footprints” lesson.

● Another challenge was the fact that I was not able to service my guided reading 
groups every day. Due to the school schedule I was only able to work with my 
students every other day. As a result, it took longer to get through each lesson/book 
and of course that meant not getting through as much content or being able to 
teach students as many strategies.

● A third challenge was student absenteeism. It was nearly impossible to get students 
caught up.



Ideas for Next Year:

● CONTINUE GUIDED READING GROUPS NEXT YEAR!

● Now having a better understanding of Guided Reading I would like to get started 
much sooner than last year. Due to uncontrollable circumstances my students were 
not able to become engaged in the program until mid September. Next year I would 
like to get started sooner.

● This year I was not able to do as much fluency activities and progress monitoring 
with fluency. I would like to work more of that into my instructional groups next 
year.



Most Helpful Resources:

● One of the most helpful resources I found were the videos I was able to watch of 
Mrs. Jan Richardson demonstrating the implementation of a guided reading 
program and her books.

● The next most helpful was the “Literacy Footprints” kits that provided every 
resource needed to implement Guided Reading in my classroom.

● My school’s Reading Recovery teacher was a vital asset to me. She gathered 
materials for me that I needed to get started. When I had questions she was there to 
help. When I needed other resources she help provide those for me.

● My school’s principal was also very helpful. If I needed something purchased to 
help with organization or instruction he didn’t hesitate to get me what I needed. He 
was  also supportive in letting me have autonomy in my classroom and my 
instruction.



The following slides exhibit student 
work samples illustrating different 

comprehension skills/activities 
completed during my 3rd/4th grade 

Guided Reading Groups



Story 
Retelling

4th grade



“Yellow Questions”

Comparing and 
Contrasting 
Characters

3rd Grade



“Green Questions”

Literal questions that 
are answered in the 

book 
(one student writes questions 
and another answers them)

3rd Grade



Comparing and 
Contrasting Character 

Traits

3rd Grade



Building Vocabulary


